Abstract -The Shockley-Queisser (S-Q) theory defines the thermodynamic upper limits for Jsc, Voc, FF, and efficiency of a solar cell. The classical calculation assumes an abrupt onset of absorption at the band-edge, perfect absorption for all energies above the bandgap, and absence of non-radiative recombination. These assumptions are never satisfied for any practical solar cell. In this paper, we explain how the S-Q limits are redefined in the presence of the non-ideal optical effects, and we provide closedform analytical expressions for the new limits for Jsc, Voc, and FF. Remarkably, these new limits can be achieved to a very high degree, even with significantly imperfect materials.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in the photovoltaic (PV) technology has resulted in highly efficient cells operating close to the Shockley-Queisser (S-Q) limit [1] . The thermodynamic limits to the various performance matrices such as short circuit current SC J , open circuit voltage OC V , fill-factor FF , and efficiency max η , have been extensively analyzed in the literature [2] [3] [4] [5] . However, these analyses do not consider the intrinsic non-ideal optical responses of the absorber material associated with finite film thickness or weak absorption at the band edge. There have been considerable recent effort to develop advanced optical designs to improve cell efficiency [6] [7] [8] . It is, therefore, important to quantify the effects of the non-ideal optical response on the thermodynamic limits of PV performance matrices and establish new limits, if any, due to intrinsic constraints.
In this paper, we consider the non-ideal optical effects for deriving the thermodynamics limits for solar cells. We account for two aspects of this non-ideal response in practical cells: incomplete absorption near the band edge and non-radiative recombination, or less than unity external fluorescence efficiency (EFE) ext η . The EFE is defined as the fraction of the total recombination that contributes to external radiation from the solar cell. We analytically derive the new 'S-Q limits' for PV performance matrices, i.e., SC J , OC V , max η , and FF including the optical non-idealities discussed above. The analytical expressions are in excellent agreement with the corresponding numerical model. Our results imply that, it is possible to operate close to this new S-Q limit despite imperfect absorption; further optical design aiming towards complete absorptance (e.g., optical black hole [9] ) would yield negligible improvement in cell efficiency. Also, low ext η can degrade PV efficiency by reducing OC V . The conclusions apply and are accurate for broad-range of bandgaps, i.e., 1 2.5 g E < < eV. These predictions from our analytical calculations are also supported by the study based on the wellknown PV material, gallium arsenide (GaAs). Finally, we discuss the practical implications of low ext η to illustrate the scope for improvement in PV efficiency.
II. ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS FOR PV PARAMETERS
We assume that sunlight is incident onto the solar cell with a very small solid angle 5 (~6.8 0 )
1 Fig. 1 (a). An anti-reflection coating (ARC, the blue layer in Fig. 1(a) ) suppresses reflection from the top surface. Only a fraction of the light, ( ) A E , is absorbed due to imperfect light trapping.
The unabsorbed light (1 ( ))
A E − bounces out of the solar cell. If non-radiative recombination is absent (i.e., EFE, 1
the sum of carriers extracted and photons emitted from the solar cell must equal the number of absorbed incident photons for all voltage V. These emitted photons are distributed over a much larger solid angle (~2 D π Ω , yellow hemisphere in Fig.  1(a) ) compared to that of the incident rays. A(E) The empirically fitted absorptance (for energies above the bandgap:
g E E ≥ ) of the described solar cell is approximated as follows [10] (also see part 2, chapter 5 in [11] ):
We assume no absorption for energies below the bandgap ( (1) is based on the theory of absorption [10] in indirect band-gap materials (e.g., c-Si), therefore it shows good fits for such materials. However, this formula can also be used (approximately) for direct band-gap materials, so long the eff L is sufficiently large to allow moderately good absorption in these films. For example, Eq. (1) fits reasonably well for absorptance spectra for GaAs films thicker than 1-2 µm , a dimension typical of practical GaAs solar cells. This length scale is also appropriate for the semi-classical calculations used in this paper.
In the following, we derive expressions for short circuit current SC J , open circuit voltage OC V , fill factor FF , and efficiency max η , considering imperfect absorption near the band edge and degraded external fluorescence efficiency ( ) ext η . Note that, the external fluorescence efficiency is given by the fraction of recombination which is emitted as radiation from the solar cell [13] .
A. The J-V relationship
The photon flux per energy radiated from a blackbody with chemical potential µ at temperature T is given by [4] ,
Here, Ω is the solid angle covered by the concerning radiation, c is the speed of light in free space, h is the Planck's constant, and k is the Boltzmann constant. The photon flux per energy incident on the solar cell from the sun is taken to be ( ) ( , , 0, )
= Ω . This idealized spectrum resembles the standard extraterrestrial (AM0) solar spectrum. Now, the emission from the solar cell operating at voltage V would be characterized by ( , )
In our calculations we assume 6000 S T = K and 300
. The principle of 'Detailed balance' ensures that the number of carriers extracted from the solar cell equals the absorbed and emitted photons. Thus, the net current is given by:
η is the external fluorescence efficiency. Equation (1) was used in the second line in the above expressions. Note that, L J is the current corresponding to perfect absorption above g E . The effect of imperfect absorption is reflected in the second term NA J . We find that the J V − relationship can be obtained analytically by using Boltzmann approximation, as follows:
The last term in Eq. (5) highlights the importance of improving ext η for highly efficient solar cell. Here, % ( ) T γ is the contribution from the 3D photonic density of states, and,
(5B)
Here, we define an absorption non-ideality term as,
Remarkably, the effect of incomplete absorption is accounted for by a simple multiplicative factor, ( ) L 
B. Short circuit current and open circuit voltage
Short circuit current can be obtained from (5) by setting 0
The open circuit voltage OC V is obtained by setting
This is important generalization of the expressions for OC V given in Refs. 4 V increases from its S-Q value due to imperfect absorption at the band edge (which causes effective widening of the optical bandgap). However, this increase in counterbalanced by a reduction in SC J , so that the overall efficiency remain below the classical S-Q limit. See Sec. III for additional discussion on this topic.
C. Efficiency and Fill-Factor
The maximum efficiency of a solar cell is written as the ratio of the output power ( ) opt opt J V at optimum operating condition to the incident solar power in P :
The input solar power is 
Note that, as seen from (7) and (9), both OC V and opt V are shifted by the same amount due to the non-ideal optical effects considered here (effect of both 1 . The results of this comparison are summarized in Fig. 2 , which can be used to translate the analytical results to accurate numerical results with appropriate scaling. 
III. DISCUSSION

A. Insights from the analytical relationships
E g (eV) Efficiency -2 =50eV L ξ -2 =5eV L ξ -2 =50eV L ξ -2 =5eV L ξ -2 =50eV L ξ -2 =5eV L ξ S-Q S-Q S-Q
B. Practical implications: incomplete absorption and Urbach Tails
From a practical perspective, let us investigate incomplete absorption in GaAs. The absorption coefficient α of GaAs shown in Fig. 5(a) 
, of a GaAs film of thickness L is shown in Fig. 5(b) . For smaller L values (1µm and 0.1µm , represented by blue and red lines, respectively), the exponentially small α in the Urbach tail ensures that the contribution from these states to overall absorption is negligible. However, for a very thick film ( 3 µm 10 L = represented by the black line), the relative contribution by the Urbach tail increases significantly, especially for the photons with e . 42 3 V 1
1.
. This can be thought of as effective lowering of the optical bandgap below 1.42 eV.
We do expect some deviations in the PV performance parameters for real materials (e.g., GaAs) from the estimates obtained using our simplified analytical absorption model. However, the predicted trends are surprisingly robust-which we will show for practical case of GaAs solar cells. Fig. 6(a) is contributed by the Urbach tail, however, the absorption in the Urbach tail reduces the effective optical bandgap, yielding in a degraded OC V . The increased SC J is compromised by a corresponding degraded OC V , keeping the efficiency approximately constant in these L values. decreases OC V without having any effect on SC J -thus degrading the efficiency (see red curves in Fig. 6 ).
In short, our analysis of GaAs predicts that we do not require very high light harvesting to reach the ultimate (S-Q) solar cell efficiency. A GaAs solar cell of thickness ~3 µm can very closely approach the performance limit associated with this material bandgap. 
C. Practical implications: non-radiative recombination
Equation (7) This improved OC V yielded the highest efficiency GaAs solar cell by Alta Devices [16] . Room for improvement by enhancing ext η in Si-UNSW and Si-SPWR devices is remarkably close (see Table I ). However, these Si solar cells have different OC V values which can be attributed to other losses in the devices. CIGS (along with most other thin-film materials) still has the greatest potential for improvement. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have derived the thermodynamics performance limit of solar cells in the presence of imperfect absorption and nonideal external fluorescence efficiency. The expressions illustrate, in a compact analytical form, the effects of imperfect optical absorption and non-radiative recombination. We find that approaching S-Q limit does not require perfect absorption and therefore, the need for perfect optical design can be relaxed considerably. Numerical analysis based GaAs further reinforced this conclusion. Finally, solar cells with low ext η have room for improvement in OC V and thus in efficiency. Opto-electronic design aiming towards devices with predominantly radiative recombination would be of prime interest for this purpose. 
